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Address Laurier Glass Ltd. 
153 Laurier Blvd. #300 
Laurier Station 
Quebec - G0S 1N0 

Country Canada

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Manufacturing of stocksheet mirrors, glass tempering as well as the shaping of these products according to our clients demands. We supply the
industries of furniture, commercial millwork, decoration, bathroom cabinets and mirror doors as well as the industries of safety products for applications
such as; doors and windows, shower doors, bus shelters, ice hockey rinks.

Digital Ceramic printing on glass CERAPRINTMD/TM

CERAPRINT is a digital printing process on partial or full surface that uses ceramic ink and is fused to glass. This line of products combines multiple
possibilities to create multi-colored print images without screen.

CERAFRITMD/TM

CERAFRIT is a glass panel on which ceramic frit ink is applied on the glass and fused by the tempering process. The result is a coating that is hard,
durable, stable and compatible with insulated glazing components. It is inert, scratch, weather and UV resistant.

Company Profile of Laurier Glass Ltd.

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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